
SOLUTION
Automate Shipping Rates from Cart-to-Customer

To accelerate growth and move away from manual processing, EBTH, chose the ShipHawk 

platform. With ShipHawk, EBTH has access to instant, accurate shipping rates for any item 

right inside the bidding window, giving customers visibility to fully landed purchase costs and 

a better buying experience. After a purchase is made, the ShipHawk platform automatically 

schedules the pickup, recommends the optimal packaging, and manages the end-to-end 

shipping experience. This new functionality allows EBTH to scale nationally, reduces manual 

efforts for their internal logistics team, and means that customers across the U.S. can bid on 

and receive any item.

Everything But the House Partners with ShipHawk
Accelerates Growth by Expanding Customer Footprint Nationally

CHALLENGE
Expanding to New Markets

Everything But the House (EBTH), sought to expand from a regional business to national 

coverage. In order to expand, EBTH needed a logistics solution that could support it’s national  

bidder base as well as shipping for its diverse auction inventory. EBTH’s distribution process 

was manual, with many large auction items marked “local pickup only”. For the few items that 

could be shipped, EBTH relied on internal employees to call various carriers for quotes, and to 

pack and send the items themselves. Furthermore, there was no way to provide shoppers with 

accurate shipping rates during the bidding experience. This process excluded many potential 

bidders from participating in an auction, in turn limiting auction values and revenue. Scaling 

with their existing system would be slow and costly: each new market would mean more time 

on the phone, additional personnel, and uncertain costs.

“Our bidders rely on EBTH 
to make the entire online 
bidding process easy and 
seamless—from that first 
bid to when the item 
arrives at their doorstep, 
ShipHawk is exactly what 
we need and our bidders 
love it.”

SOLUTION:
Scaling for growth with the ShipHawk 
end-to-end distribution platform.

WEBSITE: 
www.ebth.com

PRODUCT:
Online estate and consignment sale
company.

ABOUT:
EBTH invites online shoppers the 
chance to browse and bid on 
collectibles.

EBTH at a Glance

RESULT
Expanded Customer Base Nationally

Partnering with ShipHawk enabled EBTH to scale its business quickly and cost-effectively.

More Than Doubled Items Sold: In the first six months of using ShipHawk, the total number 

of items sold rose by 130% due to their ability to hold auctions in new cities as well as allowing 

customers across the US to bid on any item.

Scaled Logistics Team by Reducing Manual Efforts: In the first 90 days of using ShipHawk, 

EBTH’s internal logistics team processed 43% more shipments without adding more personnel, 

and has since sustained this increase in shipments.

Expanded National Footprint: With the ability to automate the quoting and distribution 

process, EBTH expanded to 2.3X more cities in the first 6 months of using ShipHawk, and 

expects to expand markets served by 4X in the first year.

Increased Margins: With customers across the US able to bid on any item, EBTH is attracting 

more bids per item, thus increasing the average final bid price.

GET IN TOUCH: www.shiphawk.com  |  info@shiphawk.com  |  (805) 335-2432
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